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CTpbixapCKH 3. E17 -11198 

C OOTHOWeHHe Me/Klly H30TpOriHbiMH MO.llenSIMH fe:Haea6epra 
H CHMMeTpH"'eCKOA rpynno:A 

Ha:A.a.eaa CBH3b M9.>K.IlY R30TpODHbiMH MO,IlenHMH feAaeu6epra H HenpHBO.IlH-~ 
MblMH JJPellCT8BneHHSIMB CHMMeTpH"'9CKOH rpynnbi. Ha OCHOBe STOI'O peaynbT8-

T8 MO~eT 6b1Tb nonyqea n~6o:A I'8MHflbTOHH8H feHaeu6epra B KB83H.llH8I'OH8nb

HOM BHlle. npe.ano.>KeH ltfl8CC npoCTbiX ,.. o6pe38HHbiX"" MOlleneit feit3eH6epra, 

y KOTOpblX COXp8HSieTCSI MHOI'O CBO:ACTB TO'lJ:HbiX I'8MHnbTOHH8HOB feit3ea6epra. 

Pa6oTa BbiDOJIHeHa B na6opaTOPHH TeopeTH'ieCKOH ljJH3HKH OH.H¥1. 

Coo6111ea•e OCi'l.eAJIHe .. oro .. cT•TYT& x.11ep•wx •ccne.IloB&H•li· ,lly6aa 1978 

Strycharski z. 
Relation Between Isotropic Heisenberg Models 
and Symmetric Group 

E17- 11198 

Using the relation between symmetric. group and isotropic Hei
senberg Hamiltonian, we propose the quasidiagonal form of this Ha
miltonian. The class of the model Hamiltonians is proposed and the 
properties of these models are illustrated by the example of a one
dimensional Heisenberg model. 

The investigations has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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Introduction. 

It is well known that the probl.em of exact cal.cul.ation 
of the thermodynamic quantities for quantum spin model.s is 
notoriousl.y compl.icated.lhere exists huge l.iterature devoted 
to both exact BXLd approximate methods of sol.ving this probl.em [']. 

Even in rather special. cl.assical. probl.em of sol.ving the 

isotropic Heisenberg model. the progress is really small, 
despite a great effort made in this field. Thus, it remains 
worthvhil.e to study simpl.e model.s,still containing most important 

properties of real.istic model.s. 
In this paper we propose the cl.ass of such "restricted" 

model.s following from the rel.ation between the isotropic 
Heisenberg Hamil.toniBXL for spin 1/2 BXLd the irreducihl.e representa
tions of the symmetric group SN. This allovs to reduce the Hamil. to-
n ian of the Heisenberg model to a quasidiagonal form.We believe 
that the discovered relation between the Heisenberg models and the 
symmetric group,opens a new possibility fo~ such a classical field 

o:f studies. 
It seems that the above-mentioned relation is simply a mathema-

tical. formulation of the basic ideas underl.ying this model.. 



!.Isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonians. 

In this section we shall derive the relation between the 
isotropic Heisenberg model and the symmetric group SN. 

The isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonians for spin 1/2 have the 
following form 

H "''J (I(" vv Z.-z) = -~ 4 i i t5. <r j + (f; C5 j + <r. ~ j ' 
/1/ 

where (!" .. .,(0 ~) t$ 1 ~(~-~) lfz~(A 0) 
A 0 ' l 0 J 0 -I , are the Pauli matrices and 

summation depends on the considered model. 
We can rewrite the operator <i76j+<S"i6j·HS1cs~ in t:'J.e form 

<ift5j ... ()i6r .. ai6j"' 2[1(Gi~>j+()r();+cs~61-t-t)] -1-:: 

/2/ 
= 2. Pi l - 1. . 

The matrices Ri have many inte1·esting and nice properties 

i/ All P;l have the dimensionality 2N./N is the number of sites/ 
ii/Their elements are equal to either 0 or 1. 

iii/In each row and column there i~ only one element not equal to 0. 
iv/ T..- P.·· - 2 1

<-1 
:z. 'I -

v/ P.i = i 
vi/ i\ A; 1\ =- Ai, where A"= •.•··· ~ I,..., e (~ ~)& ~ .... ,• ···• ~~~ 

·~ = (~ ~)~ o(·~·~·b6(J. 

From the properties v/ and vi/ it follows,that to each matrix there 

corresponds a permutation fij 

(
A 2-, · -- ~ · ·· i -- · N ) _ Hi ( => ~ t ~ . - - i . - ..... N - fi i /3/ 

The permutations f;i/so-called transpositions/ are the generators 
of the group of permutations of N elements SN' 
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Thus,the Pii matrices generate a reducible representation X 

of the symmetric group SN. 
The Hamiltonian /1/ exprese'01 in terms of P;j 

\1= -..;?;:~dijPii +~t'J;j! /ta/ 

is a linear combination of the SN-group elements in the 
X-representation.This X-rep~asentation can be reduced by the 

use of standard methods [~,4] 

X .. (N+I) CEil $ ~-t) ffE=Il $ (N-1.) ~ ~ ... 
/4/ 

• - . (!g 
fa2tB 
1lffiaf' -;:::: 

[.~1 :: L. (N-.2.1.:+1) [~-" 1 k] 
k.•O l~] = r~ N odd 

N even 

Formula /4/ is a proposal,we are able to check its validity 
up to N ~ 12.However ,one can show that the dimensional.! ty of X 
is the sum of the di:::~nnsionalities of r.h.s. representations 

in /4/ 

L'i] .. -dim X .. 2 = 2.. (tt-l"+') c::li111 [N-Ic 1 1<.] = 
k•o /5/ 

liJ 
-=- 2: (1'1-2~-H) N~ (III-Zk-tt) 

lc.•O 
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Since every term of Hamiltonian /la/ reduceo to the quasidiagonal 
form,we obtain the Hamiltonian /la/ in a quasidiagonal form. 

Thu :?roblem of diagonalization of the Heisenberg Hamiltonians 
as well as the evaluation of the partition function is still not 
solved.We have shown that using the Trotter formu1a [2.] and 
the transfer matrix method (5",c;.] the above prob1ems can be reduced 
to finding the maximal eigenvalue of some ma.trix,which is the 
function of P;i .Thus,from Eq./4/ it follows that only one of the 
r.h.a. irreducible representations playa the essential role. 
Unfortunately ,it is not known which one. 

Summing up,every isotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian may be reduced 

to the quasidiagonal form 

[~) 

H = EB H ... (111-2.\.:.·H), 

lo-:0 

where 

I I : - ~ 1_ J .. p ..... + Y i J .. J 
n"- ~z. 'ltl ~Lf'.J'I 

~~ are the representatives of permu~,!'ion f>ii in the 

irreducible representation (N-k,k] :. Ell£2dl'··" 
~ .. 

2.Reatricted Heisenberg models 

/6/ 

The problem of calculation of the thermodynamic functions 
is a very complicated taak.For this reason we shall study simpli
fied models,which still contain many properties of real Heisenberg 
models. 

From the set of irreducible representations in Eq./4/ 
the most simp1e are those connected with the following Young 
diagrams 

:z [N-1
1
1) and II· U -.= [N] IT I· · II I 

u 

6 

f 
( 

\ 
!} 

For these representations the Hamiltonian /la/ may be diagonalize~ 
and thua,some of the energy eigenstates of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian 

can be derived. 
The Heisenberg models limited to those representations 

shall be called the restricted models.Singu1arities which will 
appear in such models will also appear in the familiar models, 
although the critical indices could differ. 

For illustration,let us consider the isotropic one-dimensional 
restricted Heisenberg model with the following Hamiltonian 

w 
H = -1.-::- P:. + !JN-1 2. L_ L I. .. I -, 

t:t 

p ~ p . 
fill, ... , A.fr4 

/7/ 

The representation which is the sum of ~ E9 ~ 
is of the dimensionality N,and it is isomorfic to the natural 

permutation representation of SN. 

Since the matrix P; .... 

P;i.., 

~ 0 .. 

0 '\ 

0 

I 1-11 

0-1 
~ 0 

~ 

corresponds to the transposition 

Hamiltonian /7/ takes the form 

0 ~ 0 . .. -
4 0" .. . 

0 1 0 ~ . 

H- -1 
2 

0 
~ 0-

04 
.Q 

0 

4 0 
.f 0 1 
OJ\. 0 

0 

tal 

-1. 

'P~>•• , the restricted 

rj 
- 7j" Nt+ 'J1 

/9/ 
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The Hami~tonian /9/ can also be written as 

1-\ = - i ( T -+ r 1
) - C~- N - ~) .{ , /10/ 

where T is the matrix corresponding to the permutation 

(
.., '2 ~ • • • "') T ~ "2..,.., ___ .., . 

The permutation T obeys the relation 

TN= 1 /11/ 

Thus ,all of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian /7/ are of the 
form 

'J 2:7fk .. 'A"= - cor. -,;:r - 7j-N + :J /12/ 

k• o.~.z. ... ,N-t. 

Let us e~:ud;, the partition function 2 and interna~ energy E 

.2_ = Vr ef'>H = JJ(~-1) ~ ('>Jcos~" 
..::::.... e ' /13/ 
"-=o 

E=-.1JM,~ 
~('> • 

In the thermodynamic llmi t 111- oo for the internal energy and 

the specific heat cr ' we obtain, 

E = - ~ J + J e~'"J ( ro - I.) 

8 

I 
f>= kT 

/14/ 

'OE )~ -('>:! ( ) 
C.v c ~T = k (r-J e l ro- 2 I~+ i. Iz. 

/15/ 

I"= 
~ 1!"s f>"lCot.>e 
;:r co~"'" e dx 

0 , 

where I,_. are the Besse~ functions of imaginary argument ( ~) • 

Our res~ts for E and C~ are shown in Fig.t and compared 
with both res~ts for Ising mode~ and Bonner and Fisher res~ts 
for Heisenberg moiel for 11 si tea [ -t] 

f.· 
" 

<1.-'c 

1.0 

Fig.1 

E 
";j 

·0 

Comparision of specific heats and internal energy for 
/a/ s = 1/2 Heisenberg ferromagnetic coup~g /Bonner,Fisher/ 
/b/ s = 1/2 Ising coup~ing,ferro- or antiferromagnetic 
/c/ s = 1/2 Restricted mode~ coup~g ferro- or antiferromagnetic 
/d/ a= 1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnetic coup~g /Bonner,Fisher/ 

Ole can see that the obtained res~ts are quite reasonable. 
Since the phyaica~ nature of restricted models is not clear yet, 
we hope to devote the forthcoming papers to this prob~em. 

Evaluation 

The basic res~t of the paper is formula /4/.As we already 
have mentioned, there is a strong support for a belief that 
this form~ is genera~ly valid for any N.Since the symmetric group 
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is the best known one ,one can hope that the existing powerful 
m11thods can be applied to the spin models.Further,we expect that 
these irreducible representations are not accidental but there 
exists a deep physical reason for their occurence.It seems that 

restricted models,especially those with the long range 
interactions,exhibiting the phase transition in non-zero 
temperature could help to clarify this point. 

The author is very grateful to Drs V.B.Priezzhev and 
T.Paszkiewicz for useful discussions. 
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